
Chapter 6
Bulgarian Music as World Music

(1) AA
Pages 75-76
Music Made for TV

Ask: “Have you been there, turning the TV to ‘Xena, Warrior Princess’?” Lead
students in a discussion of the theme music, asking these questions: What have you
heard of the musical theme and soundtrack behind the action scenes?  How does the
music match her character? The show’s intent?
__________________________________________________________________
(2) AA
CD Track 28
Opening montage, “Xena, Warrior Princess”.

1. Play selection.  Listen to these brief and changing “sound-bytes” a number of
times, so as to allow for recall of the images that match with them.

2. Encourage students to identify the sounds of the gaida, horns, percussion (drums,
tambourine), violins, women’s choir, and sound effects.

3. Point out that an American choir performs the sound of Bulgarian voices, along
with the voice-over of a professional Bulgarian female singer.

4. Present the chart below as a means of following the sonic events of the Xena
montage.  See Worksheet 6.1 for listening guide.

0’00”           Gaida’s nonmetrical melody         image: coastline
0’09”           Gong’s low rumble                        image: powerful wave
0’10”           Timpani plays Rŭchenitsa dance rhythm: 2+2+3
0’15”            Female singers and horns in harmony on “Bulgarian-style” melody
0’19”            Tambourine, drum (brief); recurring as punctuation to phrases
0’25”            Female singers and horns in raised pitch and building dynamics
0’34”            Entrance of strings in unison legato melody
0’46”            Full, lush orchestral sound, with return of horns
0’58”            Female singers re-enter

5. Pat the rŭchenitsa dance rhythm (2+2+3) performed by the horns, strings, and
women’s voices.

6. Hum the three-note theme performed by instruments and voices, and play it by ear
on available instruments.

7. Discuss music’s power in signifying events and sentiments, and enhancing images,
such as in this Xena theme.
__________________________________________________________________



(3) 7-12, C/U
Pages 77-79
The World Music Movement

What is the phenomenon of “world music”? Describe its origin and development as a
major musical movement.   Peruse articles in the magazine, Songlines, and pages of
the Rough Guide to World Music, for features on individual artists and genres that
personify the merging of popular music with traditional styles. See also Philip V.
Bohlman’s World Music : A Very Short Introduction (Oxford University Press,
2002), and Timothy Taylor, 1997, Global Pop: World Music, World Markets,
(Oxford University Press, 1997).
__________________________________________________________________
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Pages 77-81
Bulgarian Music as World Music? 

For the sake of argument, how is it possible that Bulgarian music could have risen to
the top of the Billboard world-music chart?  Unlike the music of Thomas Mapfumo,
AR Rahman, Salif Keita, Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, I. K. Dhairo, Yothu Yindi, or even
the Chieftains, there is no clear percussive pop-influenced beat. Discuss as an
independent writing assignment the possible appeal of Bulgarian music to non-
Bulgarians and music-initiates, considering these features: familiar harmonies, simple
song forms, unique vocal quality, vocal effects, of a certain “authentic” and “cosmic”
sound quality, and associating with the image of women of independence, strength,
and leadership.  
__________________________________________________________________
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Page 80
The Mysterious Voices 

Seek out one volume of the “Le Mystere de voix bulgares”, and scan through the
tracks of this Bulgarian women’s choral sound. Prepare a report along one of the
following lines: An analysis of the string of musical events that occur within one
selected piece, including an account of instruments or voices; the nature of the
melodic and rhythmic components; the form or organization of segments of the piece;
the interplay of voices and instruments; a discussion of text or symbolic meaning of
the music (real or imagined); a partial transcription.
_________________________________________________________________
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Pages 82-83
Bartók’s Travels and Travails

Individually or in small groups, trace Béla Bartók’s exploration of the music of
villagers in Bugaria’s northern neighbors in Hungary, Slovakia, and Romania.  How
was the music of rural peoples influential to him in his compositions?  How were
these musical cultures similar to (and distinctive from) the traditional music of people
in Bulgaria?
__________________________________________________________________
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Page 81
A Compound Metric Challenge

Compound meter combines (or compounds) triple meter and duple meter.  In other
words, one can conceive of meters as dividing into pulse-groups in more than one
way.  One example of compound meter is 6/8; others include 9/8 and 12/8. 6/8 is a
good way to illustrate the meaning of the word “compound”, as it divides commonly
into three groups of two-pulse units (2+2+2) and two groups of three-pulse units
(3+3).  The Irish jig is in compound 6/8 meter, and 6/8 is widely performed in
changing triple and duple “feelings” in the music of Mexico. Pat or play the accents
of 6/8 compound meter in ways that give triple and duple feelings to them.  Keep the
feeling over many repetitions, changing on cue to a “triple” or “duple” call, with
quick response to the different accenting.  (Note that in Bulgarian music, “pulse”
refers to the smallest subdivision while “beat” refers to combinations of pulses, such
as short beats (of two pulses) and long beats (of three pulses). 

Pat or play:
Slowly            1    -     2     -     3     -     4     -     5     -     6
Cue: “Triple”  >                        >                         >
                       (count to six, but pat /accent only 1, 3, 5)
                       1    -     2     -     3     -     4     -     5     -     6
Cue: “Duple” >                                     >
                       (count to six, but pat/accent only 1, 4)

__________________________________________________________________
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Page 8
Mathematically Speaking: Additive Meters

When groups of two or three pulses are added together to create beats—pulse-units—
of unequal lengths, they are said to be “additive”.  Bulgarian music is rich with
additive meters: 5/8 (and 5/4, from 2+3 pulse-units) and 7/8 (and 7/4, from 2+2+3)
among them, all the way up to 33 pulses, unevenly divided in pulse-groups of 2’s and
3’s.  Pat or play some of the common additive meters in different pulse units, with
accents defining them, and then create your own.  See end of manual for displayable
guide.

Pat or play:
5/8 or 5/4 1    -     2    -    3    -    4    -    5
As 2 + 3 >                      >
As 3 + 2                           >                                   >
7/8 or 7/4                         1    -    2    -    3    -    4    -    5    -    6    -    7
As 2+2+3                         >                     >                     >
As 3+2+2                         >                                 >                    >
As 2+3+2                         >                     >                                >
Try 11/8
Try 15/8
Try 33/8

Return to CD tracks, listening for examples of additive meter.  Can you identify their
beats (or pulse-units)?  Where are the accents?
__________________________________________________________________
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Page 80 
Pianist’s Progress

As an individual project for advanced student pianists (or their teachers), learn to play
the six dances that feature Bulgarian rhythms, in volume 6 of Bartók’s Mikrokosmos
for piano.  Describe the features that are notably Bulgarian.
__________________________________________________________________
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Pages 81-82
An American “Discovery”

 In small groups or individually, research, chart, and/or discuss the “discovery” of
Bulgarian music by Americans.  

1. Review any early English-language books or articles on the music (for example,
Boris Kremenliev’s Bulgarian-Macedonian Folk Music (1952, Berkeley and Los
Angeles: University of California Press), and historical field recordings (made of the
music of Bulgaria and neighboring countries by Bartók, Kodaly, and others; on wax
cylinders and 78-rpm discs).

2. Look into nationality-radio programs aired in the early years of radio,   with
increasing attention to Eastern European countries in the 1950s and 1960s.  German,
Polish, Czech, Slovak, Hungarian, Croatian “hours” proliferated in Midwestern cities
like Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Milwaukee, Pittsburgh, St. Louis—what about a
Bulgarian “hour”?  Check the archives of historic radio stations, and talk to people
who may have listened.

3. Look into academic programs in music, particularly ethnomusicology degree
programs, from the 1960s forward.  What musical traditions were taught in
coursework, or through music ensembles?  Were there centers for the study of Eastern
European music?  Bulgarian music in particular?  (Investigate, in particular, programs
at UCLA, Duquesne University, the University of Illinois, and the University of
Toronto.)

4. Explore the current status and history of international folk dancers at a local
university, and read about activities of the IFDA (International Folk Dance
Association). If a local chapter exists, stop in for a visit, have a look at the repertoire
of dances and associated recordings, and talk to dancers about their interest in
Bulgarian dances in particular. Website:www.folkdancing.com

5. Go to an IFDA-sponsored workshop of Bulgarian music and dance, set in
Mendocino, California, or Buffalo Gap, West Virginia.  Websites:
www.mindspring.com/vginbirch/eefc/ and
www.cdss.org/programs/2003/buffalogap.html.

6. Locate the Nonesuch recording of Bulgarian Music, “In the Shadow of the
Mountains” that was responsible for triggering interest in Bulgarian music in the
1970s. Website: 222.nonesuch.com/Hi_Band/index_frameset2.htm
__________________________________________________________________
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CD Track 29
Bulgarian Bulge, big band arrangement by Don Ellis.

1. Play selection.  Try to pat the quickly moving meter of 33 pulses in units of
2+2+2+2+3+2+2/2+2+2+3/2+3+2+2, which occurs at the opening.  Then shift to the
18 pulses in units of 2+2+2+3/2+3+2+2.  But beware as to when the shift takes place! 

2. Chant and pat the 18-pulse unit repeatedly without the recording. Use numbers (2
or 3), or “short-long”, or “quick-slow” as chanting words.

                 (notes)    /        /        /        / .       /        / .      /        /
                                2       2       2       3    /    2       3       2       2
                              short short short  long  / short   long   short  short
                              quick quick quick slow / quick  slow  quick  quick

3. Return to the recording, and try to find the places where the 18-pulse pattern
occurs, and pat it. Listen for the rhythm section to assist in finding the pattern.

4. For a greater challenge, try to figure when the 33-pulse pattern occurs, and pat it.
Hint: the 18-pulse pattern consistently recurs, while the 33 pulses is just the way into
the piece, an introduction.

5. Follow the transcription, reading the “head” of the jazz arrangement. Return to
Figure 5.2 of the Bulgarian band. Compare the Bulgarian band’s rendition and Ellis’s
arrangement.  Turn a jazz ensemble loose to this piece, whether to learn to play it,
adding improvisation solos as they go, or as an inspiration to free improvisation based
in the meter.
_____________________________________________________________________
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CD track 30
Music for the Kopanitsa Dance

1. Play selection.  Follow guidelines in Activity 6.6 in preparing for and then learning
the kopanitsa dance in its meter of 11 pulses.

2. Several listenings are helpful for catching the 2+2+3+2+2 beat groupings, 
with assorted movements applied: clapping, patting, and tapping the beats,
conducting the beats, and stepping the beats while standing in place.

3. In learning the kopanitsa dance, proceed (only following repeated listenings
and movements suggested above) to chanting the dance movements:
                   (notes)     /         /          /  .          /          /

  step   behind step        hop     step
  step   behind step       front    step



  step   behind step        front    step
Chant these movements repeatedly, giving more time to the third
of every five beats.  Alternatively, chant right-left, depending upon
which foot will be moving:

                   (notes)    /          /          /  .          /          /
Right  Left    Right     Right   Left  (to the Right)
Right Left    Right      Left     Right (to the Right)
Left   Right  Left        Right   Left    (to the Left)
Try chanting without the music slowly, then with the music.

4. While chanting the dance movements, step them in place.  Then put the movement
in your hands, patting right-left steps on your lap, or in the air in front of you at face
level.  

5. Transfer the movement to your feet. Note that the dance formation is an open
circle, and that each dancer’s body is positioned to face slightly to the right, holding
hands with dancers to either side.

_____________________________________________________________________
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CD Track 31 
Bulgarian Choral Music Beyond Bulgaria

1. Play recording.  Ask “What do you hear?”   Describe how the style of the female
singers is similar to the choral compositions in folk style by Phillip Koutev.

2. As this is an American ensemble (a women’s choir at UCLA), note how far
Bulgarian music has traveled, and how it is similar (and/or dissimiliar) to the
women’s choirs of Bulgaria.  In a writing assignment, describe whether or not
Bulgarian music should be performed by non-Bulgarians.
___________________________________________________________________________________



Worksheet 6.1

For CD Track 28: Listening Guide for Opening montage, “Xena, Warrior Princess”

     Follow the guide while listening, and fill in the blanks.

(1) Nonmetrical melody played by ___________.

(2) Low rumble played by ____________.

(3) Rŭchenitsa dance rhythm of 2+2+3 played by ___________drum.

(4) Female singers and (choose one: strings or horns) in harmony on
“Bulgarian-style” melody.

(5) Tambourine and drum play, recurring as punctuation to phrases.

(6) Female singers and horns in (choose one: higher or lower) pitch. 

(7) Entrance of ___________ in unison legato melody.

(8) Full, lush orchestral sound, with return of (choose one: strings or
horns).

(9) Female singers re-enter.

     Fade out….


